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Differentiators

1   Global Network Aggregation
Negotiated Wholesale contracts 
with over 400 carriers worldwide 

2   SD-WAN Integrated Security
Palo Alto VNF and Zscaler 

Service Chaining

3   Single Vendor Simplicity
One Contract, One Invoice, 

One TEAM

Why SD-WAN is the Future of Retail
Digital Transformation (DX) is reshaping the retail landscape faster than ever before.  As retailers increasingly move 
applications to the cloud to gain a competitive advantage and meet consumer demands, their Wide-Area infrastructure 
must be ready for the dynamic traffic loads.  A forty (40) location theatre operator was trying to run 2020 workloads on 
1990s network, which included bonded T1 MPLS network with no redundancy or fail-over.  To support DX, Mosaic installed 
industry-leading, VeloCloud SD-WAN, along with diverse internet connections at all sites.  A tertiary level of redundancy was 
installed using 4G/LTE with a pooled data plan.  The new, fully-managed, high-performance network has 400-700% more 
capacity than the legacy network.  The SD-WANaaS was fully deployed in about 90 days, and although 27 carriers were 
used to provide the requisite diversity, the customer had the pleasure of only dealing with one – Mosaic NetworX.

Digital Transformation Drives Leading Engineering & Construction 
Firm to Modernize WAN 
In a manner consistent with their high-tech projects, such as the Apple headquarters, this nationally recognized leader 
in Specialty Construction, sought to modernize their wide-area network.  The firm’s objectives were straight-forward: 
Increase performance and capacity, while reducing complexity and cost.  Their existing network was a low-value, low 
performance network with zero redundancy.  As they moved applications to the cloud, app performance at the branch 
sites was inconsistent, and users were increasingly dissatisfied.  By deploying fully managed SD-WAN as-a-Service, 
Mosaic increased capacity by 3-5x.  Additionally, the customer had existing services under contract, and Mosaic took over 
operational responsibility in order to free the customer from the carrier management burden.  For this Firm, it was clearly the 
case of Many Networks One Solution®.

Thing to Remember1
Single Vendor Simplicity  -      SD-WANaaS, Diverse Internet Links, and Cloud Security all 

Delivered in a Highly-Orchestrated, Single Vendor Solution.

Partner Network 

For questions & to schedule a 
introduction with our Mosaic 

partner contact Joe or Bryan at:  
partners@candid.solutions


